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A modified procedure for determining the pattern of peptidoglycan synthesis during the division cycle has allowed the measurement of the rate of side wall synthesis during the division cycle without the contribution due to pole formation. As predicted by a model proposing that the surface growth of the cell is regulated by mass increase, we find a decrease in side wall synthesis in the latter half of the division cycle. This supports the proposal that, upon invagination, pole growth accommodates a significant proportion of the increasing cell mass and that residual side wall growth occurs in response to the residual mass increase not accommodated by pole volume. The observed side wall synthesis patterns support the proposal that mass increase is a major, and possibly sole, regulator of bacterial surface increase. Membrane synthesis during the division cycle of the gram-negative, rod-shaped bacteria Escherichia coli and Salmonella typhimurium has also been measured with similar methods. The rate of membrane synthesis—measured by incorporation of radioactive glycerol or palmitate relative to simultaneous labeling with radioactive leucine—exhibits the same pattern as peptidoglycan synthesis. The results are compatible with a model of cell surface growth containing the following elements. (i) During the period of the division cycle prior to invagination, growth of the cell occurs predominantly in the side wall and the cell grows only in length. (ii) When invagination begins, pole growth accommodates some cytoplasmic increase, leading to a concomitant decrease in side wall synthesis. (iii) Surface synthesis increases relative to mass synthesis during the last part of the division cycle because of pole formation. It is proposed here that membrane synthesis passively follows the pattern of peptidoglycan synthesis during the division cycle.

How is the rate of cell surface synthesis regulated in bacteria? One proposal consistent with the available data is that the surface of the gram-negative, rod-shaped cell grows in response to the increase in cell mass. This proposal has been termed the surface stress model (12; see reference 13 for discussion and recent references). The continuous increase in the cytoplasmic constituents of a cell (RNA, protein, water, and ions, etc.) leads to an increase in turgor pressure on the cell surface. This increase in turgor pressure leads to the stressing and bending of peptidoglycan bonds. The cell surface expands when nascent material is incorporated into the stress-bearing plane upon the preferential scission of the stressed peptidoglycan linkages. Thereby, new wall growth responds to and accommodates the increase in mass or volume. The slight reduction in turgor resulting from the incorporation of new material into the stressed layer allows cell mass to again increase prior to further surface growth. The continuous and exponential increase in cell mass or cytoplasm leads to the continuous increase in cell surface.

It has been proposed that the murein of gram-negative, rod-shaped bacteria enlarges solely in response to the increase in cell cytoplasm. Evidence for this proposal was obtained by using the backwards-ratio-of-rates method with the membrane elution technique (2, 4, 5, 7). The rate of synthesis of peptidoglycan during the division cycle was measured by comparing the rate of incorporation of leucine to the rate of incorporation of a peptidoglycan precursor such as diaminopimelic acid (DAP) or N-acetylmuramic acid. The ratio was constant for bacteria prior to invagination and increased in the latter part of the division cycle (2, 7). This model of wall growth would explain the constant cell density observed during the division cycle (14). This is because the derivations of the parameters of wall growth were specifically chosen to give an exponential increase in cell volume and not to produce any particular pattern for the increase in cell surface.

One prediction of the mass-determined model of wall growth (2) is that side wall synthesis will decrease during invagination. This predicted drop was not observed in previous experiments with the membrane elution method (2, 7). Electron microscopic autoradiographic analysis of wall synthesis has shown that cells undergoing constriction exhibit decreased amounts of side wall label compared with nonconstricting cells (17). In this electron microscope experiment, the autoradiographic measurements were made on a population of cells on a grid, and thus experimental variables were minimized. However, the precise rate of side wall synthesis as a function of cell age could not be determined.

A drop in the ratio of side wall label to protein label during a pulse incorporation would be expected to be observed at later generations of elution from the membrane elution apparatus when the obscuring effects of labeled poles are removed from consideration. The evidence indicates that bacteria remain permanently bound at their site of attachment to the membrane (4), so that the newly synthesized poles in the middle of the cell are lost in the first two generations of elution. Although we feel that this assumption is well supported by the evidence, we would observe that it is not yet unequivocally proven that all pole material is lost during the first two generations and that no labeled pole is found bound to the membrane. After this loss of labeled pole (i.e., the third generation of elution and beyond), it should be
possible to measure the rate of side wall synthesis. To be precise, the side wall synthesis being measured is the wall being synthesized in the culture during the period of labeling and prior to being placed on the membrane. The membrane elution method merely enables one to determine the pattern of synthesis during the division cycle by analyzing cells eluted from the membrane. Throughout this analysis, we will assume that the variations we observe after the first two generations of elution are due to variations in the pattern of incorporation of label into the side wall of the cell.

In addition to peptidoglycan, the cell surface of gram-negative, rod-shaped cells has a membranous component on both sides of the peptidoglycan. The analysis of the pattern of membrane synthesis during the division cycle has generally proceeded without explicitly considering the pattern of peptidoglycan synthesis. There have been numerous studies carried out to determine the pattern of membrane synthesis during the division cycle (reviewed in reference 5). Earlier experiments with the membrane elution technique gave results that were interpreted as a bilinear pattern of phospholipid synthesis (15). More recently, a doubling in the rate of phospholipid synthesis during the division cycle was proposed on the basis of experiments with bacteria synchronized by using repeated phosphate starvations (9, 10). This doubling has been proposed to represent a doubling in the peptidoglycan layer, possibly related to the appearance of periseptal annuli, but no temporal connection has been found (11).

Here, we demonstrate that the pattern of side wall synthesis during the third and subsequent cycles of elution from the membrane elution apparatus is consistent with the predictions of the surface stress model. Specifically, it is shown that during the latter part of the division cycle, there is a decrease in the rate of side wall synthesis. The labeling pattern observed fits the predictions of a model in which whole cells are being eluted at an increasing rate, and leads to a concomitant decrease in side wall synthesis (2, 4). In addition, we compare membrane synthesis with peptidoglycan synthesis during the division cycle. The attachment of inner and outer membranes to the load-bearing peptidoglycan layer implies that the membrane might exhibit the same pattern of expansion and synthesis as peptidoglycan during the division cycle. The experiments described here support this proposal. The observed pattern of surface synthesis is consistent with the predictions of cell expansion driven by mass increase.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Bacteria and growth conditions.** *Salmonella typhimurium* 2616 (lysA mutant) (from K. E. Sanderson, the University of Calgary) and *Escherichia coli* NC3 were grown in C medium ([per liter] 3 g of NaCl, 3 g of KH₂PO₄, 2 g of NH₄Cl, 6 g of Na₂HPO₄, 0.25 g of MgSO₄) supplemented with 50 μg of tryptophan per ml and either 0.4% glucose or 0.4% glycerol. All bacteria were grown at 37°C with rotation shaking.

**Radioactive compounds.** Tritium-labeled DAP (meso-2,6-diamino-[3,4,5-³H]pimelic acid; 23 Ci/mmol) was obtained from Research Products International Corp., Mt. Prospect, Ill. Tritium-labeled N-acetylgalactosamine (N-[1,6-³H]acetylgalactosamine; 30 Ci/mmol), glycerol (2-³H)glycerol; 20 Ci/ mmol), palmitate (9,10-³H[17]palmitate; 60 Ci/mmol), and carbon-labeled leucine ([1-³C]leucine; 55 Ci/mmol) were obtained from American Radiolabeled Chemicals Inc., St. Louis, Mo.

**Pulse-radiolabeling of bacteria for membrane elution experiments.** For all membrane elution work, the bacteria were grown exponentially for over 10 generations before labeling. In all experiments, a double-label design was utilized so that the incorporation of the tritium compound of interest was compared with the incorporation of a ¹⁴C-labeled amino acid; it is leucine in these experiments, but all amino acids tested gave the same exponential pattern (3). Bacteria (100 ml) were labeled at a concentration of approximately 1.0 x 10⁸ cells per ml. The two labels ([³H]labeled cell surface component precursor and [¹⁴C]leucine) were mixed in C medium prior to addition to the culture. [³H]DAP was primarily used for determination of the pattern of peptidoglycan synthesis during the division cycle, with confirmatory experiments performed with N-[³H]acetylgalactosamine. Lysine (50 μg/ml) was present during the growth of *Escherichia coli* NC3 in order to reduce the conversion of DAP to lysine. For the determinations of the rate of membrane synthesis in *E. coli* NC3, [2-³H]glycerol or [9,10-³H(N)]palmitate was used. Glycerol labeled on the 2 position is most stable and thus is the best for labeling lipids (7a). For *S. typhimurium* 2616, only [³H]palmitate was used because this strain produced a more defined elution profile when grown with glycerol as the principal carbon and energy source. Total lipid extraction measurements were performed by the method of Bligh and Dyer (1).

**Division cycle analysis with the membrane elution method (backwards analysis).** The theory behind this method has been thoroughly described previously (4). Bacteria were pulse-labeled and filtered onto a membrane, which was then inverted, and newborn cells were eluted from the membrane with fresh medium. Bacteria were analyzed as a function of time of elution. Three modifications in the procedure appear to allow the measurements reported below. First, after the bacteria had been placed on the membrane by vacuum filtration, the cells were washed three times with unlabeled medium. The medium was then vigorously swirled to remove unattached bacteria. That is, after swirling, the wash medium was poured off in order to remove the loosely attached cells before inverting the membrane. This washing procedure removed weakly bound bacteria, thus improving the subsequent generations of elution. A similar result has also been noticed by Zaitissky and Helmstetter (18). The second modification was to enclose the entire apparatus in a constant temperature chamber (37°C) and have the fractions automatically removed from the chamber by a pumping system. Eluted bacteria were caught in a funnel and pumped to a fraction collector. This procedure ensures that the membrane elution experiment is undisturbed, with no drafts or other airflow changes affecting growth on the membrane. A third modification was to carry out some experiments at room temperature (22°C). This permitted more time points to be taken during each generation of elution, allowing the timing of cell cycle events to be determined more precisely. Because the label has been removed by filtration onto the membrane, the label incorporated into the cells is measured by mixing the eluate with a water-miscible scintillation fluid and counting the radioactivity. Control experiments have shown that there is no difference between this method and filtering the cells and counting the cells immobilized on filters. By the time the cells are eluted from the membrane, all pool material has been incorporated into cell material, and there is no need to filter the cells. In addition, we have facilitated experiments by using changes in the eluted [¹⁴C]leucine counts to define the end of a generation of elution. Previously, generations of elution were determined by monitoring the change in cell number. For experiments in
which elution is monitored for several generations, cell counts may be required every 2 min over a 6-h period. An explanation of how the radioactivity per milliliter can be used to determine generations of elution is presented in Fig. 1a. Because it was possible to determine generations of elution by the \(^{14}C\)leucine counts per milliliter, some experiments could be completely automated. Once elution began, samples were collected directly into scintillation vials by using a fraction collector and no further monitoring of cell number was required. Control experiments indicate that this method gave results similar to those obtained when cell counts were monitored over the entire experiment. A more objective analysis of the changes in radioactivity per milliliter can be made by plotting the differential of the initial data, as indicated in Fig. 1b. Rather than estimating the midpoint in each decrease (Fig. 1a), one can use the differential plot to see the inflection point in the original data. The differential reaches a minimum at each inflection point. Consequently, generations of elution are calculated from one minimum to the next, from left to right (Fig. 1b). We have also used the differential plot (similar to that described in Fig. 1) of the dual-label ratio to objectively locate discrete changes in the rate of synthesis of different cell surface components within the division cycle.

Details of counting radioactivity, statistical analysis, and differential analysis. The eluted samples were counted in a Beckman model 3801 scintillation counter. This instrument has been calibrated to correct for any differential quench in the samples. The machine monitors the quench, calculates the spillover of each isotope into the other windows, and then calculates a corrected disintegration per minute as a final result. Thus, if there was differential quench in the eluted samples (brought about, perhaps, by the different cell numbers in each sample), then the machine would account for this. In any case, analysis of the H number (the numerical indicator of quenching) indicates that the eluted samples are all quenched to the same degree, and therefore any quenching problem is negligible.

All radioactivity was counted to 2% accuracy in both the \(^3H\) and \(^14C\) channels. Inspection of the elution results indicates that this is sufficient for analysis. Sequential samples show no variation due to low statistical accuracy.

The differential rates were calculated by taking the differences between every other sample value and plotting the differential after normalizing the results by multiplying by a fixed factor. No data were rejected or discarded in this analysis.

RESULTS

Side wall peptidoglycan synthesis during the division cycle. The results of an experiment giving the rate of incorporation of DAP relative to leucine during the division cycle of E. coli NC3 are shown in Fig. 2. The culture was labeled with both \(^{3}H\)JDAP and \(^{14}C\)leucine for 5 min, and the incorporation pattern was determined with the membrane elution method. Samples were collected over 3-min intervals for five generations. The series of peaks in the cell elution profile indicate that the cell age order of elution was maintained for at least five generations (for an analysis of the age distribution of bacteria in a culture and the reflection of this age distribution in the cell elution pattern, see reference 4). There is an exponential decrease in \(^{14}C\)leucine per cell during elution, confirming previous results showing that the uptake and incorporation of amino acids is exponential during the division cycle (3). The time for \(^{14}C\)leucine per cell to decrease

![FIG. 1. Determination of generations of elution and timing of changes during the division cycle. (a) Idealized graph of cell number per milliliter, leucine per milliliter, and leucine per cell. The cell elution graph is a sawtooth figure because there are approximately twice as many newborn cells as dividing cells in a culture. The variation in interdivision times leads to the smoothing of the data. For exponential incorporation during the division cycle, as is found with leucine, the leucine per cell graph is as depicted. The leucine per milliliter is a stepwise graph. Dividing the leucine per milliliter by the cell number per milliliter gives the leucine per cell. Notice that one can determine the generation of elution either by the decrease in cell number or by the stepwise decrease in the leucine per milliliter. (b) The running average differential plot of data from panel a. The difference between successive points in the cell number and the leucine per milliliter are plotted. The minima of the two plots occur at the same time and coincide with the decreases shown in the two relevant plots in panel a. Therefore, the generations of elution can be measured from minimum to minimum in the differential plots. (The number of points covering the stepwise decreases in panel b is greater than the number of points apparent in panel a because a running average of three points is taken to smooth out small variations in the experimental data.) When an automated membrane elution experiment is run, cell numbers are not taken after one generation, and the successive generations of elution are indicated solely by the changes in the leucine per milliliter value. It can be seen that the idealized cell number per milliliter profile from panel a gives a repetitive pattern of sharp troughs, all of the same size. Although the running differential of the amino acid elution profile gives the troughs at the same times, the size of the troughs is reduced by a factor of 2 for each generation of elution. This is because the steps in panel a decrease in value by a factor of 2 for each consecutive generation of elution.](http://jb.asm.org/Downloaded from)
by half is 50 min, indicating that the doubling time on the
membrane is 50 min; this is similar to the growth rate of the
cells prior to placement on the membrane elution apparatus.
These observations indicate that the bacteria on the
membrane are in an unperturbed state, dividing regularly and in
age order.

The $[^{3}H]$DAP per cell elution pattern is different from that
of leucine. Although this can be seen from the plot of tritium per
cell (Fig. 2), it is also apparent in a plot of the ratio of
$[^{3}H]$DAP to $[^{14}C]$leucine. There is a cyclic variation in DAP
incorporation during the division cycle. The very fact that
there is a variation in such a plot indicates that the uptake
and, as the labeled pool is small, the incorporation of DAP
are different from a purely exponential pattern. This pattern
of DAP incorporation relative to leucine was also observed in
*S. typhimurium* 2616 (Fig. 3a) and with $N[^{3}H]$acetylglu-
mosamine incorporation in *E. coli* NC3 (Fig. 3b). The
long-term increase in the ratio of DAP to leucine as seen in
Fig. 2 and 4 is the subject of further analysis. Although it
cannot be analyzed in detail here, it appears to indicate that
synthesis of new peptidoglycan along the side wall is not
uniform, but rather is nonuniform, with a peak of synthesis
in the middle of the cell. This nonuniform incorporation is
considered only in the side wall and should not be related to
or confused with the increased central synthesis observed in
previous experiments [2, 7, 17]. Previous work has usually
proposed uniform incorporation along the side wall with
additional central synthesis due to pole formation.

The generations of elution are marked by the cell elution
plot. Each cycle starts at the midpoint in the decrease in cell
number. The cells eluted just prior to the midpoint in the
decrease in the cell number (reading from left to right) are
the progeny of cells labeled as newborn or young cells. The
label from the older cells appears in the progeny eluting
further to the left (i.e., earlier in the elution pattern) within
each generation of elution. This is because the first newborn
cells eluted from the membrane are from the oldest cells in
the labeled population, and with time, cells that were pro-
gressively younger and younger at the time of labeling grow
through the division cycle to produce newborn cells (4). As
the cell cycle is thus interpreted right to left (youngest to
oldest), it can be seen in Fig. 2 that the peak in the ratio of
incorporation of peptidoglycan precursor to that of leucine,
during the first two generations of elution, occurs towards
the end of the cell cycle. It was previously proposed that the
peaks in the ratio appearing during the first two generations
of elution are due to pole synthesis at the time of labeling (2,
7). This effect will be lost after the second generation of
elution. However, it is clear that there are cyclic variations
extending into the third, fourth, and fifth generations of
elution (Fig. 2 and 3).

It should be noted that the expected elevated peak in the
second generation of elution, expected to be due to the
elution of the remaining labeled pole material at the start of
the second generation, is not as high as expected (2, 7). Its

FIG. 2. Pattern of elution of DAP and leucine in *E. coli* NC3. A
culture (100 ml) with a cell concentration of $1 \times 10^{8}$ bacteria per ml
was labeled for 5 min with $[^{3}H]$DAP (0.05 nmol/ml; 1.1 $\mu$Ci/ml) and
$[^{14}C]$leucine (0.5 nmol/ml; 0.03 $\mu$Ci/ml). The membrane elution
experiment was set up as described in Materials and Methods. Each
cycle of elution is taken to start at the midpoint in the decrease in
cell number. The graph shows five generations of elution. The
leucine per cell is a straight line decrease on the exponential scale,
but the DAP counts per cell show cell cycle variation. Conse-
sequently, the $[^{3}H]/[^{14}C]$ ratio shows cell cycle variation. This experiment
is one of four such similar experiments carried out with *E. coli* NC3.

FIG. 3. Peptidoglycan synthesis in *S. typhimurium*. (a) Elution ratio of
$[^{3}H]$DAP to $[^{14}C]$leucine in *S. typhimurium* 2616. Cell cycle
variation in the ratio is shown extending for at least four generations ( ).
The leucine per cell elution profile for this experiment was a straight
line decrease when plotted with an exponential scale, indicating that the cyclic variation is due to changes in the rate of DAP incorporation.
The peaks occurring during the first two generations of elution are larger and with a different shape than the subsequent two peaks. (b) Elution
ratio of $N[^{3}H]$acetylglucosamine to $[^{14}C]$leucine in *E. coli* NC3 ( ).
positioning is correct (see discussion of Fig. 11), but the height is not elevated. We have no explanation for this result at this time, but speculate that there is something about the variation in generation times, combined with some delay in elution of cells in the first generation, that accounts for this phenomenon.

The statistical significance of these variations in the ratio of DAP to leucine incorporation, is provided by a comparison with an experiment with differentially labeled amino acids (Fig. 4). In this figure, it can be seen that the ratio of two amino acids incorporated into the cells (i.e., the ratio of \[^{3}H\]leucine to \[^{14}C\]leucine) is a straight line with no distinguishing peaks. In order to make a valid comparison, the ratios in Fig. 4 have been normalized by division with the average ratio from each set of values. The horizontal line for the two amino acids indicates that the peaked pattern when wall label is compared with amino acid label is statistically and experimentally significant.

We propose that the cyclic variations beyond the second generation of elution are due to changes in the rate of side wall peptidoglycan synthesis (in the culture being labeled just prior to being placed on the membrane) during the division cycle. To test this proposal, we have tried to determine whether the timing of the peaks in the ratio that occur during the first two generations of elution (proposed as resulting from pole growth) differs from that of the subsequent ratio peaks (proposed to result solely from side wall synthesis). A theoretical analysis predicts that the peaks in the third and subsequent generations appear as peaks because of a decrease in side wall synthesis during the latter part of the division cycle and may be observed earlier in the later generations of cells eluted from the membrane than peaks in the first two generations of elution (see Discussion). Analysis of some experiments (e.g., Fig. 3a) shows a difference in the peak size and shape between the second and third generations of elution. The third and subsequent ratio peaks appear slightly delayed relative to the second peak, indicating that they are actually earlier in the division cycle eluted from the membrane. In order to establish whether this was the case, we studied the rate of wall synthesis during the division cycle at room temperature (22°C). The lower temperature allows the timing of cell cycle events to be determined more precisely because more samples can be taken during each cycle of elution. The cell number elution profile and dual-label ratio from such an experiment are shown in Fig. 5. There is cyclic variation in the DAP/leucine ratio during the third generation of elution. The beginning of each generation of elution is indicated by the vertical lines (determined from the cell elution plot). Arrows indicate the ratio peaks. In this experiment, the ratio peak occurs at age 0.83 (i.e., 0.83 of a division cycle after the formation of a newborn cell) during the second generation of elution and at age 0.72 during the third generation of elution. Thus, the peak in the ratio during the third generation of elution appears earlier in the division cycle than the peak in the ratio during the second generation of elution. The timings of the peaks in the DAP/leucine ratio for both E. coli and S. typhimurium for each generation of elution are given in Table 1.

Incorporation of \[^{3}H\]glycerol into E. coli NC3 during the division cycle. In experiments in which bacteria were labeled with \[^{3}H\]glycerol for 2, 4, and 6 min, over 90% of the label appeared to be incorporated into the peptidoglycan.

**TABLE 1.** Times of the maximal incorporation of cell surface precursors relative to leucine during the division cycles of E. coli NC3 and S. typhimurium 2616

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bacterium and label</th>
<th>(^{3}H)glycerol</th>
<th>(^{3}H)DAP</th>
<th>(^{3}H)palmitate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E. coli NC3</td>
<td>0.75 ± 0.05</td>
<td>0.73 ± 0.07</td>
<td>0.85 ± 0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. typhimurium</td>
<td>0.74 ± 0.01</td>
<td>0.73 ± 0.02</td>
<td>ND</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Values are means ± standard deviations.
ND, not determined.
incorporated into bacteria was extractable with total lipid. This indicated that for short-term labeling experiments, glycerol was a valid label for monitoring phospholipid synthesis. Furthermore, there was no evidence for a significant pool of label, and therefore the rate of uptake of [\(^3\)H]glycerol was taken as a measure of the rate of phospholipid (membrane) synthesis.

The results from a double-label experiment with [\(^3\)H]glycerol and [\(^{14}\)C]leucine are shown in Fig. 6a. The [\(^{14}\)C]leucine per cell decreases exponentially. However, the [\(^3\)H]glycerol counts per cell, while decreasing, clearly show significant fluctuations during the division cycle. This is also apparent in the ratio of [\(^3\)H]glycerol to [\(^{14}\)C]leucine. The differential of the cell number and leucine per milliliter is shown in Fig. 6b. The minima in the [\(^{14}\)C]leucine per milliliter and cell number per milliliter coincide, indicating that the [\(^{14}\)C]leucine per milliliter is, in fact as well as in theory (Fig. 1), a measure of generations of elution. The predicted decrease in trough size for the [\(^{14}\)C]leucine per cell with each successive generation of elution as shown by Fig. 1b can also be seen in Fig. 6b. The minima of the cell number and leucine per cell differential demarcate the end of a generation of elution. It can be seen that each generation of elution is approximately 45 min, equivalent to the generation time of E. coli NC3 before application to the membrane elution apparatus.

The differential of the ratio plot (Fig. 6b) exhibits cell cycle fluctuations. The time of maximal glycerol incorporation (relative to leucine) is when the differential plot of the ratio is 0 (from maxima to minima). Interpreting the graphs from right to left, the peaks in glycerol to leucine incorporation occur towards the end of each division cycle.

In order to measure the timing of peaks in the ratio more precisely, some experiments were carried out at room temperature (22°C). The results of an automated experiment with E. coli NC3 at 22°C are shown in Fig. 7. This experiment was performed without monitoring cell number. The [\(^3\)H]glycerol per milliliter, [\(^{14}\)C]leucine per milliliter, and the ratio are shown in Fig. 7a. The differential of the [\(^{14}\)C]leucine per milliliter and the ratio are plotted in Fig. 7b. The generations of elution are measured from minimum to minimum (right to left) from the differential of the leucine per milliliter. The times of the peaks in the ratio for the second and third generations of elution are indicated by arrows. Note that the peaks for the ratio differential are indicated where the differential crosses a 0 value, i.e., a 0 slope. The intergeneration time is taken from the minimum of the leucine per milliliter differential, because this is when the end of a generation occurs. Furthermore, note that generation age increases from right to left within each generation, so that the peak age value for the ratio is lower for the third generation (0.64) than for the second generation (0.75). That is, the peak in the third generation appears earlier in the division cycle than the peak in the second generation of elution.

Timings during the division cycle for the peak of glycerol incorporation relative to leucine in E. coli NC3 were determined over four generations of elution in four separate experiments. The mean times (as a fraction of the division cycle) are shown in Table 1. Results were difficult to interpret from the first generation of elution because of variations in its elution time.

Incorporation of [\(^{3}\)H]palmitate into S. typhimurium 2616 and E. coli NC3 during the division cycle. The fatty acid [\(^{3}\)H]palmitate was used as a radiolabel specific for phospholipids to confirm the results obtained for glycerol. A problem in using this fatty acid with the backwards membrane elution method is that some of the unincorporated palmitate adheres to the nitrocellulose membrane and is not removed upon washing. Some label is therefore available to bacteria on the membrane. This results in a proportion of the eluted label not representing the initial pulse into the bacteria (approximately 10 to 30% in the first generation). Despite this obscuring effect, cyclic variations in the palmitate-leucine ratio were clearly visible with both E. coli and S. typhimurium. The differential plots from double-label experiments with S. typhimurium 2616 (Fig. 8) and E. coli NC3...
FIG. 7. Incorporation of glycerol and leucine during the division cycle of *E. coli* NC3 at room temperature (22°C). Bacteria were labeled for 6 min and filtered onto a membrane, and the membrane elution experiment was set up as described in Materials and Methods. No cell numbers were monitored during this experiment. (a) Leucine per milliliter, glycerol per milliliter, and the ratio of \(^{3}H\text{glycerol} \text{to} ^{14}C\text{leucine. (b) The differential plot of the ratio and leucine per milliliter. The values were calculated from a running average of three consecutive values. The times during the division cycle for the peak in the incorporation of glycerol to leucine for the second and third generations of elution are indicated by the arrows.}

(Fig. 9) are shown. The mean times of peaks in the ratio for each generation of elution from four palmitate labeling experiments with *E. coli* NC3 and three palmitate labeling experiments with *S. typhimurium* 2616 are given in Table 1.

**DISCUSSION**

Theoretical considerations related to surface growth during the division cycle. It has been proposed (2, 7) that cells increase their volume in response to the increase in cell mass by elongating the cells at a constant diameter. Prior to invagination, the ratio of the rate of surface to the rate of mass synthesis is constant. After invagination begins, there is an increase in the ratio of wall increase to cytoplasm increase. This model is illustrated in Fig. 10. The point emphasized here is that during invagination, a decrease in the rate of side wall synthesis is expected. This is because pole growth accommodates some mass growth, thus reducing the need for side wall synthesis.

The predicted pattern for the ratio of wall to protein label for a cell initiating septation halfway through the cell cycle, with pole growing during invagination at a constant rate, is shown in Fig. 11. The peaks in the ratio of wall to protein label during the first two generations are due to the contribution of the pole growth during the latter part of the division cycle. If cells are bound to the membrane at a fixed point, then after two generations the newly synthesizing pole material will have been eluted from the membrane. This can be seen by imagining the cell as bound to the membrane...
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FIG. 10. Proposed model for the rate and topography of peptidoglycan synthesis during the division cycle of a rod-shaped, gram-negative cell. The newborn cell at the top is drawn with a cylinder length of 2.0 and a radius of 0.5; the total length is 3.0 and the dividing cell at the bottom has a length of 6.0. The remaining cells are drawn to scale so that cell volume increases exponentially throughout the division cycle. Before invagination, the cell grows only by side wall cylinder extension. The shaded regions of the cell indicate the amount and location of wall growth (whether in pole or side wall), each 10th of a division cycle. The width of the shaded area is drawn to scale. Cell-surface growth actually occurs throughout the side wall and not in a narrow contiguous zone; the showing of a zone of growth is meant to indicate the quantitative aspects of side wall growth and not to show the precise location of growth. Before invagination, the ratio of the rate-of-surface increase to the rate-of-volume increase is constant. When invagination or pole synthesis begins (age 0.5 in this example), it is assumed that pole synthesis increases linearly such that the surface of the pole increases in equal increments. There is an increase in the ratio of the rate-of-surface increase to the rate-of-volume increase. The predicted pattern of a dual label experiment, expressed as the ratio of wall label to protein label, is shown in Fig. 11. (For detailed discussion see references 2, 4, and 7.) Any volume not accommodated by pole growth is accommodated by cylinder growth. At the start of pole growth, there is a reduction in the rate of surface growth in the cylinder. As the pole continues to grow, there is a decrease in the volume accommodated by the pole and there is an increase in the rate of growth in the side wall. This is schematically illustrated by the thinner sector in the expanding side wall immediately after the start of constriction. As the new pole increases, in increments of equal area between the indicated ages, the volume accommodated by the new poles is continuously decreasing. Therefore, the rate of side wall growth in the cylindrical portion increases continuously during the constriction period. At the end of the division cycle, the rate of synthesis in the cylinder is the same as the rate for a newborn cell. There is no sharp change in the rate of cylinder elongation at the instant of division. It should be noted that the cell growth drawn in this figure occurs with a constant diameter. Although diameter varies over many generations, the diameter does not vary in any significant way over a single generation. Thus, while all cells in a population may not have the same diameter, the diameter during the division cycle does not vary (see references 4 and 5 for complete discussion).

elution apparatus by an older pole, with a newly labeled pole present in the center of the cell. During the first generation of growth, one of the newly synthesized poles will be lost to the elution medium by division, and during the second generation of elution the other pole will be lost as the bound cell divides in the middle of the cell. Thus, after two generations of elution, only the rate of side wall synthesis will be expected to be measured in the eluate.

Previous experiments detected changes in the rate of peptidoglycan synthesis due to formation of the septum (2, 7). Utilizing a slightly changed methodology with the membrane elution experiments (see Materials and Methods), cyclic variations in the rate of cell surface precursor incorporation relative to leucine incorporation have now been detected beyond the second generation of elution. (It should be noted that previous descriptions of expectations beyond the second generation of elution [e.g., Fig. 6.6 of reference 4] are not correct; the correct predictions are presented here in Fig. 11.)

A consequence of the predicted model is that the peak (or more properly, the plateau) of the ratio graph in the third and subsequent generations of elution may occur earlier in the cell cycle than the peaks in the first and second generations of elution. This theoretical difference is depicted in Fig. 11. The precise predictions of this figure are not to be expected in any set of experiments because the calculations of the graph in Fig. 11 are for cells invaginating at age 0.5 and with pole growth occurring in equal increments of area (Fig. 10). If either the start of invagination or the rate of pole growth differs in the actual cell or if there is a significant variation in the timing of initiation of pole synthesis, one would expect a different ratio pattern. However, a change in the timing of the peaks would still be expected between the 2nd and 3rd
generations of elution. Our results do not demonstrate such a clear difference in peak shape and timing as predicted in Fig. 11, although some differences were observable. Population variation would also affect a smoothing of the data and an obscuring of the changes in timing during the later generations of elution. The clear inverse relationship in our data between the cell number and the ratio implies a close connection between cell age and the ratio change, primarily that the oldest cells of the population exhibit the highest ratio of cell surface precursor to leucine. This connection would be expected to be found at all growth rates. Our objective determinations of the cyclic timings do indicate differences in timing between the second and subsequent generations. The theory of wall synthesis and the predictions to be derived from these calculations are approximate at this time. We point out that there are significant variations in the ratio during the third and subsequent generations of elution and that the timing of the peaks in the ratio is consistent with the proposal that during the latter generations of elution, only side wall synthesis is being observed. Our results are consistent with experiments studying the distribution of grains within individual bacteria radiolabeled with DAP, which demonstrated a reduction in side wall synthesis during invagination (17).

It is possible to measure a small amount of turnover and release of peptidoglycan material from labeled S. typhimurium 2616 (6, 8). We have looked for cell cycle-specific release of material from cells, and no evidence for such a phenomenon was detected. Furthermore, the low amount of turnover (on the order of 7% per generation) does not prevent our detection of cell cycle variations in incorporation of peptidoglycan precursors. While such turnover might make the results less obvious, the fact that we see these results despite the potential distractions of turnover suggests that turnover is not a major problem in these experiments.

We conclude from the work presented here (i) that we are measuring the rate of side wall synthesis during the third and subsequent generations of elution, (ii) that there is a decrease in the rate of side wall synthesis during the latter part of the division cycle, and (iii) that the pattern of synthesis observed is consistent with the proposal that mass increase regulates the synthesis of cell surface during the division cycle.

Turning now to the pattern of membrane synthesis, over the past two decades there have been many proposals regarding the pattern of membrane synthesis during the division cycle (9, 10, 15, 16). The previous proposals have not related membrane synthesis to the pattern of peptidoglycan synthesis during the division cycle. Our experiments have shown that membrane synthesis does follow the same cell cycle pattern as peptidoglycan. Pieracci's (15, 16) data on phospholipid synthesis, obtained with the method of elution method, are also consistent with the rate of phospholipid synthesis being similar to that of peptidoglycan synthesis. However, those data were interpreted in terms of a bilinear pattern similar to that exhibited with thymidine labeling. Our results show a significant increase in the incorporation of membrane (and peptidoglycan) precursors relative to leucine in the latter part of the division cycle. The inverse correlation of the ratio with cell number supports the proposal that there is a decrease in the rate of cell surface synthesis at division. This correlation argues against a doubling in the rate of synthesis in the middle of the division cycle. Such an event during the division cycle gives a well-defined plateau in the eluted counts per cell and a sharper inverted sawtooth pattern in the ratio (as with thymidine; unpublished data). We propose that the stress-bearing peptidoglycan layer enlarges in response to mass accumulation. In turn, cell membrane grows passively in response to the increase in peptidoglycan surface and coats the peptidoglycan with minimal stretching and buckling.

For completeness, we would note that an alternative argument could be made that membrane responds to the turgor pressure and that peptidoglycan biosynthesis follows membrane expansion. The main argument against this view is that dissolution of the peptidoglycan by enzymes leads to cell lysis because the membrane is not structurally strong enough to hold the cell together. Thus, to have membrane be the rate-limiting component on cell expansion is difficult to imagine at this time.

Our data do not allow us to clearly distinguish between different proposals for the rate of membrane synthesis during the division cycle. The rate is not exponential and is not consistent with the pattern expected for a bilinear mode of synthesis. Here, we stress that there is a good correlation of the pattern of membrane synthesis with the pattern of peptidoglycan synthesis.

There is good agreement between our experimental observations and the theoretical pattern of surface synthesis based on mass-driven expansion. Until there are either experiments capable of clearly differentiating between the different models or a better theory that accommodates the available data, we propose that the cell surface—including both membrane and peptidoglycan—increases to maintain a constant cell density in response to an exponential mass increase.
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